
Application Note: Utility 

Utility Site Security

Electricity, gas and water distribution networks cover the length and breadth of the country and the 

associated maintenance and renewal programmes are critical to the safe and successful operation of UK 

plc. The scale and transient nature of such projects pose problems in terms of security, especially in remote 

areas encompassing public rights of way where theft and interference can occur unnoticed.

Today, guards are the most common solution but these tend to expensive and are often ineffectual. 

Therefore, VPS Site Security has tailored a solution specifically for the utility sector comprising the JCB 

Smart Tower, a series of customised accessories such as  

cable pit access detectors and a mobile, rapid response  

guarding service. The result is a professional security  

solution that is both more effective and less expensive  

than simply throwing manpower at the problem.

“Money spent on security measures  

such as physical locking devices,  

covert identification marking of 

equipment and effective site and  

depot security can quickly be  

recovered through insurance  

discounts, reduced claims and less 

downtime. This will mean lower  

rates of theft and, ultimately, a  

lower cost to the industry.” 

Allianz Cornhill 

Powerful, effective combination of advanced technology 

and mobile response teams

Suitable for remote locations with no power or mobile 

data network  

Cameras and detectors can be quickly decommissioned 

and reinstalled as projects progress

Extremely cost effective compared to guards

Used by the biggest names in the utility industry

*Source: Police recorded crime, Home Office

Police record  
29,000 cases of
infrastructure-related 
metal theft per year*

Terrorist Attacks

Delayed Maintenance Schedules

Service Interruptions

Cost Overruns

Public Safety Hazards

Hire of Replacement Machines



 

Cable access pits are typically fitted with  

specialised detectors which send a wireless  

alarm to the JCB Smart Tower should an intruder 

enter.

JCB Smart Tower
The rugged base of the JCB Smart 

Tower provides a firm base for the 

telescopic mast, capable of reaching 

a maximum elevation of 9m. 

Pneumatic tyres allow transport over 

almost any terrain whilst extendable, 

adjustable legs ensure safe 

deployment on exposed locations 

even with strong winds.

For utility projects, VPS Site Security will typically 

deploy a dedicated mobile response team to 

respond to incidents, directed by VPS’ fully-

accredited National RVRC. Guards can be equipped 

with portable viewing devices and In some 

instances, a local video viewing suite is installed.
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SEEING IN THE DARK

With plenty of natural light, the JCB  
Smart Tower CCTV camera records full 
colour images.

Daytime

As the natural light fades, the CCTV 
camera automatically switches to 
monochrome mode for improved 
sensitivity.

Dusk

On alarm, the tower will switch on 
powerful infra-red illuminators. Invisible 
to the human eye, the focussed IR beam 
provides excellent illumination of the 
centre of the image.

Night with Infra-red

Thermal imaging cameras require no 
external illumination and provide a 
complete site view even in zero light 
conditions (NB. two horses, top right)

Night with Thermal Imaging

JCB Smart Towers are available with hydrogen  

fuel cells that run silently, emit no CO2 and  

operate for up to 30 days (subject to load)  

without refuelling, perfect for environments  

where there is no mains power available.
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With a range of up to 2km, thermal imaging 

cameras are perfect for intruder detection on   

large-scale utility projects. They are unaffected 

by rain, snow, fog or smoke, operate in zero light 

conditions and are immune to false alarms from 

foliage and wildlife, ideal for open landscapes.

Sensitive to body heat, thermal imaging cameras 

highlight intruders that would be invisible to 

standard CCTV. Video is passed to a sophisticated 

analytics engine which automatically tracks 

their progress around the site. The algorithm 

is compatible with i-LIDS (UK government 

benchmark).

In remote locations with no mobile data access, 

JCB Smart Towers can be configured to connect to 

the VPS National Remote Video Response Centre 

(RVRC) via satellite. Several towers are able to make 

use of the same uplink through a private, secure 

inter-tower data network.


